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While there seems to be consensus that hydrological model outputs should be accompanied with an
uncertainty estimate the appropriate method for uncertainty estimation is not agreed upon and a debate
is ongoing between advocators of formal statistical methods who consider errors as stochastic and GLUE
advocators who consider errors as epistemic, arguing that the basis of formal statistical approaches that
requires the residuals to be stationary and conform to a statistical distribution is unrealistic. In this paper
we take a formal frequentist approach to parameter estimation and uncertainty evaluation of the mod-
elled output, and we attach particular importance to inspecting the residuals of the model outputs and
improving the model uncertainty description. We also introduce the probabilistic performance measures
sharpness, reliability and interval skill score for model comparison and for checking the reliability of the
confidence bounds. Using point rainfall and evaporation data as input and flow measurements from a
sewer system for model conditioning, a state space model is formulated that accounts for three different
flow contributions: wastewater from households, and fast rainfall–runoff from paved areas and slow
rainfall-dependent infiltration–inflow from unknown sources. We consider two different approaches to
evaluate the model output uncertainty, the output error method that lumps all uncertainty into the
observation noise term, and a method based on Stochastic Differential Equations (SDEs) that separates
input and model structure uncertainty from observation uncertainty and allows updating of model states
in real-time. The results show that the optimal simulation (off-line) model is based on the output error
method whereas the optimal prediction (on-line) model is based on the SDE method and the skill scoring
criterion proved that significant predictive improvements of the output can be gained from updating the
states continuously. In an effort to attain residual stationarity for both the output error method and the
SDE method transformation of the observations were necessary but the statistical assumptions were nev-
ertheless not 100% justified. The residual analysis showed that significant autocorrelation was present for
all simulation models. We believe users of formal approaches to uncertainty evaluation within hydrology
and within environmental modelling in general can benefit significantly from adopting the evaluation
measures applied here, so the probabilistic performance of their models can be assessed properly.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Within rainfall–runoff (RR) modelling many different models
exist, common to all of them is however that they are approxima-
tive representations of reality, and their outputs should hence be
accompanied with an uncertainty estimate. Uncertainties in RR
models arise because of errors and biases from spatial and tempo-
ral averaging of distributed and heterogeneous model inputs and
internal fluxes, model structural limitations and errors as well as
observation errors and biases (Renard et al., 2010; Beven et al.,
ll rights reserved.
2011; Willems, 2012). However, when trying to deal with uncer-
tainties in RR models we enter a foggy minefield since there is cur-
rently no consensus as to how uncertainty should be addressed
and quantified, nor to how much physicality our models should
accommodate (Todini, 2011; Beven et al., 2011; Clark et al.,
2011). For uncertainty quantification two distinct alternatives
can be identified. On the one hand we have the formal statistical
methods mostly represented by Bayesian approaches that recog-
nise the existence of several probable parameter sets, but also by
the frequentist approach that searches for a single best performing
parameter set (see comparison of the two methods in Gallagher
and Doherty (2007) and Dotto et al. (2009)). On the other hand
we have the Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE)
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methodology (Beven and Binley, 1992; Beven, 2006; Beven et al.,
2011), that questions and rejects the validity of formal residual
assumptions due to the existence of epistemic errors and non-sta-
tionary model-residuals that are unsuitable for statistical likeli-
hood functions.

When evaluating model residuals it is important to distinguish a
‘‘prediction model’’ from a ‘‘simulation model’’. A model tailored for
simulation (referred to also as an off-line model) is suitable for long-
term investigations and should describe the uncertainty of the out-
puts over a longer period, whereas a model tailored for prediction or
forecasting (referred to also as a real-time- or on-line model) by
accommodating an updating step (referred to also as a data-assim-
ilating step) should outdo the simulation model on the short-term
by generating more narrow but reliable confidence bounds (Refsg-
aard, 1997) in the case when real-time observations are available.
Quite commonly the terms prediction or forecasting are used in a
context where they actually refer to simulation. As noted by And-
réassian et al. (2007) past misunderstandings on the uncertainty
estimation issue would have been avoided if authors had clearly de-
fined what type of model application they were discussing. That
simulation and prediction models are fundamentally different
was the subject of debate in (Beven, 2009b; Vrugt et al., 2009b) fol-
lowing a paper by Vrugt et al. (2009a) in which the prediction
uncertainty of a formal statistical (Bayesian) approach was com-
pared to the simulation uncertainty of an informal (GLUE) approach
and used to conclude that the Bayesian approach gave smaller
spread and higher coverage than the GLUE generated bounds. This
is however an inappropriate comparison of uncertainty evaluation
methods because in the prediction model an updating step ensures
that the model is continuously updated according to the measure-
ments, whereas in the simulation model there is no updating step.
If the two uncertainty methods are to be fairly compared they
should thus be compared in either simulation or prediction mode
(Beven, 2009b) or it should at least be specified that a comparison
is being made between a prediction and a simulation model.

To be able to assess and compare models and uncertainty meth-
ods we need a common yardstick. According to Montanari (2007)
the typical information an end user would require is an indication
of a confidence (or a prediction) interval associated with some
modelled output and hence this interval should be evaluated.
However some authors choose only to show plots of uncertainty
intervals and observations for visual evaluation (Yang et al.,
2007; McMillan et al., 2009) while others prefer quantitative per-
formance measures. Common practice when comparing uncer-
tainty intervals (umbrella term for prediction and simulation
intervals) is to include the width of the bounds and the coverage
of observations (Vrugt et al., 2009a), also referred to as sharpness
and reliability (Georgakakos et al., 2004; Smith and Marshall,
2010; Engeland et al., 2010), or related indices such as the Average
Relative Interval Length (ARIL) (Jin et al., 2010), the r-factor and the
Continuos Rank Probability Score (CRPS) (Yang et al., 2008). In a
GLUE study Xiong et al. (2009) introduces seven measures (they
call them indices) for characterising the prediction bounds from
different perspectives and suggest that they be employed for
assessing and comparing the uncertainty bounds in a more com-
prehensive and objective way. These measures take the coverage,
the width of the bounds and the symmetry of the bounds into ac-
count; however none of them can individually be used to deter-
mine which model of several candidate models that provides the
best predictions/simulations and clearly there seems to be a need
for such a measure. We evaluate the derived uncertainty bounds
using the reliability, sharpness and interval skill scoring criterion
of Gneiting and Raftery (2007) and Thordarson et al. (2012) and
we compare the performance of a model tailored for prediction
and a model tailored for simulation to clearly distinguish the dif-
ference between the two.
In this paper we take a formal frequentist approach to parame-
ter estimation and draw special attention to evaluating whether
the residuals can be properly represented by statistical likelihood
functions. This is an important but often neglected analysis by
authors who apply formal statistical approaches for model condi-
tioning (Beven et al., 2011). The modelling philosophy adopted
here is that of the grey box modelling principle that unites prior
physical knowledge with information from data, and uses statisti-
cal tools for parameter significance testing and estimation and thus
adhere to the principle of parsimony (Kristensen et al., 2004a; Kris-
tensen et al., 2004b; Breinholt et al., 2011).

As rainfall–runoff modelling case we consider a conceptual
model of a sewer system that receives wastewater from house-
holds, fast rainfall–runoff from paved areas and slow rainfall-
dependent infiltration–inflow from unknown sources, and we use
rain and evaporation data as inputs and flow measurements for
calibration and evaluation. Due to a poor representation of the spa-
tial rainfall that is measured by point gauges, the complexity of the
sewer system and the three flow contributions that are solely ob-
served by a flow meter downstream from the catchment, large out-
put uncertainty is expected.

This paper is organised as follows. After this brief introduction
we present the case study area, the calibration and validation data,
and the deterministic model in Section 2. This is followed by an
elaboration of the applied uncertainty analysis methodology in
section 3 that distinguishes two likelihood functions to be used
for parameter estimation, one that is tailored for prediction mod-
els, and one that is tailored for simulation models. Then Section
4 shows how the confidence bounds can be obtained in prediction
and simulation mode and the probabilistic performance measures
reliability, sharpness and interval skill score are defined. Section 5
evaluates the statistical assumptions of the models and uses this
information for developing transformations that allow satisfying
the formal statistical assumptions. Finally the models’ probabilistic
performances are compared in Section 6 using the interval skill
scoring criterion, the optimal simulation model is found and the
performance of the simulation models are compared to that of a
prediction model. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Case study and deterministic model

2.1. Catchment, drainage system and measurements

The catchment is located in the western part of greater Copen-
hagen in Ballerup Municipality, see Fig. 1. The drainage system
consists of both combined and separate sewer pipes, however most
of the catchment is separated, i.e. wastewater and stormwater run-
off is drained in separate pipes. Some catchment characteristics are
given in Table 1. The drainage system contains a few detention ba-
sins and some pumping stations. When the pipe capacity is ex-
ceeded water is stored in the basins and when the storage
capacity is exceeded wastewater overflows from the sewer system.
A flow meter has been installed downstream the catchment with
the aim to detect unintended infiltration inflow contribution. The
flow meter is placed in an intercepting concrete pipe (d = 1.4 m)
and logs every 5 min. The flow meter is an Isco1 2150 area-velocity
type flow module that uses continuous wave Doppler technology to
measure the mean velocity over the cross section area. A differential
pressure transducer in the sensor measures liquid depth to deter-
mine the flow area and the flow rate is then calculated by multiply-
ing the area of the flow stream by its average velocity.

The two nearest rain gauges from the national Danish tipping
bucket network (Jørgensen et al., 1998) with approved measure-
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Fig. 1. The Ballerup catchment area.

Table 1
Catchment characteristics (Tomicic, 2006).

Ballerup Municipality Total area Imp. area

(km2) (%) (km2) (%)

Combined 0.92 7 0.33 77
Separated 12.27 93 0.10 23
Total 13.20 100 0.43 100
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ments from the considered period are P316 and P309, see Fig. 1. Both
are located outside the studied catchment area approximately
12 km apart.

Monthly evaporation data was available from 2007 but
although we consider a 2010 period the data are still considered
useful since the monthly evaporation is not expected to vary that
much over the years. The inputs and observation data used for this
study are presented in Fig. 2. For use in the models which run in
15-min time steps the evaporation data was linearly interpolated
between the months, rain data was summed in 15 min windows
and every third flow measurement was used. The same data period
are used for both calibration of parameters and for generating sim-
ulation and prediction bounds, i.e. for validation. For discussion of
the analysis performed and the results we found it beneficial to
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distinguish between two weather regimes; dry and wet weather
periods. The regimes were differentiated from each other by a flow
threshold of 450 m3/h.

2.2. Deterministic hydrological model

The conceptual hydrological model is depicted in Fig. 3 and a
nomenclature is given in Table 2.

The model accounts for three separate flow contributions:

1. Wastewater from households.
2. Fast rainfall–runoff from paved areas of the catchment.
3. Slow unintended infiltration water from permeable surfaces.

The modelling of each flow component is detailed in the
following.

2.2.1. Wastewater fluctuations
The wastewater flow variation Dt is modelled by a harmonic

function reflecting the diurnal pattern of water discharge from
households
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Fig. 3. The conceptual hydrological model.
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where L is the period of 24 h, the parameters s1; c1, s2 and c2 are
non-physical parameters and t is time. To fully account for the
wastewater flow a constant average flow a0 has to be added to Dt .

2.2.2. Fast rainfall–runoff from paved areas
The fast rainfall–runoff contribution Q f from paved surfaces is

modelled by

Q f ;t ¼ aAf P1;t þ ð1� aÞAf P2;t; ð2Þ

where P1 and P2 are the measured rain inputs (respectively P316 and
P309 in Fig. 1), a is a rain gauge weighting factor and Af represent the
total paved area of the catchment.

Two linear reservoirs Sf 1 and Sf 2 and a retention time constant
Kf are used to describe the storage and transportation of water
on paved surfaces as well as inside the sewer system. As shown,
in Fig. 3, a0 is connected to Sf 1 to imitate reality in which wastewa-
ter always passes the sewer system. To account for a maximum
internal water storage in detention basins during heavy rainfall a
constraint C1 on the capacity of Sf 1 is implemented and denoted
Sf 1;max. If the capacity of Sf 1 is exceeded, i.e. if Sf 1 > Sf 1;max, water
is diverted to a detention basin Sd. This restriction can be approx-
imated by a continuous sigmoid function as follows

C1ðSf 1;tÞ ¼
1

1þ expð�fðSf 1;max � Sf 1;tÞÞ
; ð3Þ

where f is used to tune the transition around the threshold Sf 1;max;
the larger the f the sharper the threshold. In order for the gradi-
ent-based parameter estimation method (see later Sections) to
work properly this threshold should not be too sharp; we found that
f ¼ 0:05 worked well during parameter estimation and hence this
constant was applied for all other constraints in the system to be
introduced in the following. The parameter estimation method is
detailed in Section 3. In practice the aim is to secure that C1 is equal
to or close to one when Sf 1 < Sf 1;max and equal to or close to zero
when the opposite holds. C1 can then be used to control the inlet
to Sf 1 such that inlet takes place only when Sf 1 < Sf 1;max, and the
mass balance for Sf 1 becomes
dSf 1;t ¼ C1;tðQ f ;t þ a0Þ �
2
Kf

Sf 1;t

� �
dt: ð4Þ

This also means that when the opposite holds, i.e. when Sf 1 > Sf 1;max,
we can utilise (1� C1) to ensure that water is diverted to the deten-
tion basin Sd instead of to Sf 1.

In the sewer system the detention basin has a maximum capac-
ity Sd;max that can be estimated using another continuous constraint

C2ðSd;tÞ ¼
1

1þ expðfðSd;max � Sd;tÞÞ
: ð5Þ

When Sd > Sd;max holds C2 becomes approximately one and zero
when the opposite holds and the overflow from the system
becomes

Qof ;t ¼ C2;t
ðSd;t � Sd;maxÞ

dt
: ð6Þ

A pumping station is emptying the detention basin once the system
regains vacant capacity which is consistent with the real system. In
this simplified conceptual model this is assumed to happen when
the volume of Sf 1 is below some proportion c of Sf 1;max, and a new
constraint is required

C3ðSf 1;tÞ ¼
1

1þ expð�fðcSf 1;max � Sf 1;tÞÞ
: ð7Þ

The pumping is assumed turned off once the volume in the deten-
tion basin falls below a minimum volume Sd;min that is fixed to
500 m3. This minimum volume has no practical meaning but is sim-
ply inserted to avoid numerical instability which might occur had
the minimum volume been fixed to zero. This constraint is mod-
elled by

C4ðSd;tÞ ¼
1

1þ expðfðSd;min � Sd;tÞÞ
: ð8Þ

The pumping rate Qp is assumed constant, however three linear res-
ervoirs (Sp1; Sp2 and Sp3) with a retention constant Kp are applied to
simulate the slow startup and slowdown of the pumping rate. All



Table 2
Model nomenclature.

Symbol Description Unit

Inputs
P1 Rain mm/h
P2 Rain mm/h
E Evaporation mm/h

Model states
Sf 1; Sf 2 Fast reservoirs m3

Sd Detention storage m3

Sp1; Sp2; Sp3 Pumping station reservoirs m3

SE Evaporation reservoir m3

Ss1; Ss2; Ss3 Infiltration reservoirs m3

Wastewater parameters
s1; s2 Sine constants –
c1; c2 Cosine constants –
a0 Average wastewater flow m3/h

Fast rainfall–runoff parameters
Af Impermeable run-off area ha
Kf Retention time, fast runoff h
a Rain gauge weighting coef. –
Sf 1max Max. vol. of fast reservoir m3

c Stop/start of pumps –
Sdmax; Sdmin Max. and min. vol. det. basin m3

Qp Pumping rate m3/h
Kp Start/stop pumping time constant h

Other
f Transition constant –

Slow infiltration parameters
As Impermeable slow-runoff area ha
Ks Retention time, infilt. runoff h
SE;min Min. vol. of evap. reservoir m3

1 Saturation constant m

Uncertainty parameters
rf 1;j Diffusion for Sf 1 –
rf 2 Diffusion for Sf 2 –
rd Diffusion for Sd m3

rp1 Diffusion for Sp1 m3

rp2 Diffusion for Sp2 m3

rp3 Diffusion for Sp3 –
rE Diffusion for SE m3

rs1 Diffusion for Ss1 m3

rs2 Diffusion for Ss2 m3

rs3 Diffusion for Ss3 –
S; Sz Observation noise m3/h, –
ymin; ymax Observation transformation –

Time
k Discrete time steps 0.25 h
t Continuous time h

Outputs
yk Observed flow k m3/h

2 Continuous-Time Stochastic Modelling – www.imm.dtu.dk/ctsm.
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the necessary state equations for modelling the fast runoff are
shown in Eq. (12).

2.2.3. Slow infiltration inflow
The infiltration inflow Q s is modelled in a similar way as the

runoff from paved areas

Q s;t ¼ aAsP1;t þ ð1� aÞAsP2;t; ð9Þ

where As represents the measured catchment area (13.2 km2, see
Table 1) that drains to the sewer system. The slow infiltration in-
flow to the sewer system is modelled using three linear infiltration
reservoirs in series denoted Ss1; Ss2 and Ss3 with the average reten-
tion constant, Ks. The amount of rain water entering the first reser-
voir, Ss1, is assumed to depend on the saturation of the infiltration
surface. The saturation storage is modelled by a reservoir, SE, that
is emptied by evaporation E. The amount of infiltration water being
diverted to SE is governed by an exponential relationship defined as
BE;t ¼ exp
�SE;t

As1

� �
ð10Þ

which means that for a less saturated storage, less water flows to
the infiltration runoff, and for a more saturated storage, more water
flows to the infiltration reservoirs. The parameter 1 is a saturation
constant. To prevent SE from becoming negative a minimum volume
of SE is defined SE;min similarly to Sd;min which was fixed to 2000 m3

and yet another constraint C5 is therefore necessary

C5ðSE;tÞ ¼
1

1þ expðfðSE;min � SE;tÞÞ
: ð11Þ
2.2.4. State-space formulation of the model
A state-space representation of the conceptual hydrological

model can now be formulated in continuous time by

d
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dt; ð12Þ

and the discrete time observation equation becomes

ŷk ¼
2
Kf

Sf 2;k þ
3

Kp
Sp3;k þ

3
Ks

Ss3;k þ Dk: ð13Þ

The time index k denotes the time instances tk where observations
yk are available.

3. Uncertainty estimation

In this section we add uncertainty terms to the deterministic
model formulation of Section 2.2, write the model using a general
notation and outline the parameter estimation method. These
steps were also described in Breinholt et al. (2011) and are only
summarised here to provide some methodology background. Three
different approaches to quantify the inherent uncertainties of the
system are incorporated into three models denoted M1, M2 and
M3. All three models are based on the same deterministic hydro-
logical model structure described in Section 2.2. An overview of
how they differ from each other with respect to their incorporated
error assumption and application is given in Table 3. All three mod-
els rely on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation method for
parameter estimation (Kristensen et al., 2004b) however in M1
and M2 all uncertainty is described by an output error term and
no data assimilation takes place. Therefore M1 and M2 are suitable
for simulation only. In M3 we apply data assimilation using Sto-
chastic Differential Equations (SDE’s) and the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) to continuously update some of the model states dur-
ing parameter estimation. This means that M3 is suitable for mak-
ing predictions. However, M3 is validated for both prediction
(using real-time updating/data assimilation) and simulation (with-
out real-time updating) and compared to M1 and M2. The open
source software CTSM2 is used to estimate the parameters of the
models, M1–M3. In Breinholt et al. (2011) CTSM was used for



Table 3
Overview of the three different models and their approach to uncertainty estimation.

Model Uncertainty est. method Parameter est. method Obs. transf. Z Error minimisation SDE Application

M1 Output error ML No ŷk � yk No Sim
M2 Output error ML Yes ẑk � zk No Sim
M3 Prediction error ML Yes ẑkjk�1 � zkjk�1 Yes Sim./Pred.

ML: maximum likelihood. SDE: stochastic differential equations. Sim.: simulation. Pred.: prediction.
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parameter estimation in prediction only. A detailed account of the
mathematics behind the program is given in Kristensen and Madsen
(2003).

3.1. General model formulation

The hydrological state-space model given in (12) and (13) can
be written in a more compact form using a general notation that
also accounts for uncertainty due to model structural errors/limita-
tions and input by adding a state noise term (diffusion term) in
Eq.(12) and by adding an observation noise term ek in Eq. (13)

dXt ¼ f ðXt ;Ut; t; hÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
drift term

dt þ rðXt ;Ut; t; hÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
diffusion term

dxt ; ð14Þ

yk ¼ hðXk; hÞ þ ek|{z}
obs: noise term

: ð15Þ

Here Xt 2 R10 represents the state variables of the model
ðSf 1; Sf 2; Sd; Sp1; Sp2; Sp3; SE; Ss1; Ss2; Ss3Þ, Ut 2 R3 the input variables
ðP1; P2; EÞ and h 2 Rp the parameters. The number of parameters p
is the sum of the number of parameters in the system equation
and the observation equation, which will depend on how the uncer-
tainty is described. f ð�Þ represents the functions in the drift term, i.e.
the functions in Eq. (12). Note that the state uncertainty is modelled
by the diffusion term rð�Þ which can be a function of the states, the
inputs, the time and the parameters, and finally xt is a 10-dimen-
sional standard Wiener process. In the observation Eq. (15), hð�Þ is
a short notation of the relationship between the modelled states
and the observations.

3.2. Parameter estimation

In the case of M1 and M2 the observation noise term ek ac-
counts for all the uncertainty and is assumed to be a Gaussian
white noise process with variance S and the likelihood function
can be written

L h;YNð Þ ¼ 1
ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pS
p

ÞN
exp �

XN

k¼1

1
2S
ðyk � ŷkÞ2

" #
; ð16Þ

where yk and ŷk are respectively the measured and modelled out-
puts at time instances k;N is the number of measurements and
YN a series of observations.

In the case of M3 data assimilation takes place in the states by
the diffusion noise term and the EKF. By introducing the notation
Yk ¼ ½yk; yk�1; . . . ; y1; y0�, the likelihood function is expressed as a
product of conditional densities

Lðh;YNÞ ¼ PðYN jhÞ ¼
YN
k¼1

PðykjYk�1; hÞ
 !

Pðy0jhÞ; ð17Þ

where Bayes theorem PðA \ BÞ ¼ PðAjBÞPðBÞ is repeatedly used at
each time step to formulate the likelihood function as a product
of the one step ahead conditional densities and P y0jhð Þ is a param-
eterisation of the initial conditions. It is assumed that the system
equations are driven by a Wiener process which have Gaussian
increments and thus the conditional probabilities in (17) can be
approximated by Gaussian densities.
The Gaussian density is completely characterised by the mean
and covariance of the one step prediction, which are denoted by
ŷkjk�1 ¼ EfykjYk�1; hg and Rkjk�1 ¼ VfykjYk�1; hg, respectively, and,
by introducing an expression for the innovation formula,
ek ¼ yk � ŷkjk�1 the likelihood function can be rewritten as (Madsen,
2008)

Lðh;YNÞ ¼
YN
k¼1

exp � 1
2 e
>
k R�1

kjk�1ek

� 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðRkjk�1Þ

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p� 	l

0B@
1CAPðy0jhÞ; ð18Þ

where the conditional mean and covariance are calculated using an
EKF. The EKF is needed (rather than the Kalman filter) due to the
non-linearity of the model. The EKF is preferred to a particle filter
and the ensemble Kalman filter because of the relatively limited
number of model states and to avoid large computational burdens.

The parameter estimates can be obtained by conditioning on
the initial values and solving the optimisation problem

ĥ ¼ arg max
h2H
flog Lðh;YN jy0Þð Þg: ð19Þ

Numerical methods are needed to optimise the likelihood function
(Kristensen and Madsen, 2003).

The maximum likelihood method also provides an assessment
of the uncertainty for the parameter estimates in Eq. (19) since
the maximum likelihood estimator is asymptotically normal dis-
tributed with mean h and covariance matrixbRh ¼ H�1:

The matrix H is the Fisher Information Matrix (Madsen and Thyre-
god, 2011) given by

hij ¼ �E
@2

@hi@hj
logðLðhjYk�1ÞÞ

( )
i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; p: ð20Þ

In practice an approximation for H is obtained by the observed Hes-
sian hij evaluated for h ¼ ĥ. Due to the asymptotic Gaussianity of the
estimator in Eq. (19), a t-test can be performed to check if the esti-
mated parameters are statistically significant (Madsen and Thyre-
god, 2011).

3.3. Output error method (M1) assuming variance homogeneity

The first method we explore to estimate the simulation uncer-
tainty is the so-called output error method in which the diffusion
term is ignored and a weighted sum of squared errors between
observations and simulated outputs are minimised for the whole
observation series. The implicit assumption is that errors can be
attributed to flow meter inaccuracy alone and hence state and in-
put uncertainty is neglected. This means that the system equation
is identical to (12) but the observation Eq. (13) is extended to in-
clude an observation noise term ek and we get

yk ¼
2
Kf

Sf 2;k þ
3

Kp
Sp3;k þ

3
Ks

Ss3;k þ Dk þ ek; ð21Þ

where ek 2 Nð0; SÞ is assumed to be a Gaussian white noise process
with constant variance S.
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3.4. Output error method with observation transformation (M2)

The assumption of variance homogeneity might be unreason-
able as uncertainty is expected to be higher in wet weather than
in dry weather periods because of biases introduced when non-
representative rain inputs are used for running the models and be-
cause flow meters typically become less accurate with increasing
flow (Salamon and Feyen, 2010; Willems, 2012). Usually some kind
of observation transformation will be required to stabilize the var-
iance. A common way of dealing with heteroscedasticity in hydro-
logical models is to resort to Box–Cox transformations, see e.g.
Yang et al. (2007), Feyen et al. (2007), Jin et al. (2010), Franchini
et al. (2011) and Beven (2009a) also provide examples of possible
transformations. The necessary transformation can be deduced
from a range-mean plot (Madsen, 2008) that examines how the
size of the errors changes with the flow rate and a range mean plot
can be obtained by grouping the observations into subsets of
increasing flow range and plot them against the Root Mean Square
Errors (RMSEs) of the residuals belonging to each subset, thereby
identifying the transformation needed.

A transformation of the observations Y to Z ¼ WðYÞ and
ZN ¼ ½z1; . . . ; zN�T will change the observation equation (Eq. (13)) to

zk ¼ W ŷkð Þ þ �k; ð22Þ

where �k 2 Nð0; SzÞ is now assumed to be a Gaussian white noise
process. The parameters are estimated using the same likelihood
function as in (16), however with transformed model outputs and
observations. Possible transformations W are discussed in Section 5.

3.5. The SDE method (M3)

Using an SDE approach as formulated in (14) and (15)and the
EKF for parameter estimation the model is extended to include
uncertainty in both the system and observation equation. This is
attractive because uncertainty due to spatio-temporal rainfall het-
erogenity and model inadequacies are addressed directly by the
state noise term and separated from uncertainty that origins from
flow gauge errors that are accounted for by the observation noise
term. Hence in addition to the system Eq. (12) a diffusion term is
added

rðXt ;Ut ; t; hÞ ¼ diag rf 1;rf 2;rd;rp1;rp2;rp3;rE;rs1;rs2;rs3

 �T

ð23Þ

In Breinholt et al. (2011) it was concluded that a state dependent
diffusion term could provide an adequate description of the one
step ahead uncertainty. However, state dependent diffusion terms
are not possible in CTSM, because they require higher order filtering
techniques that have been shown to become numerically unstable
(Vestergaard, 1998). Instead a Lamperti transformation of the states
is required, see Breinholt et al. (2011).

The transformation of the states changes the system Eq. (14)
and the observation Eq. (15) to

dZt ¼ ~f ðZt ;Ut ; t; hÞdt þ ~rðut ; t; hÞdxt ; ð24Þ

yk ¼ ~hðZk;Uk; tk; hÞ þ ek; ð25Þ

where the functions f ð�Þ; rð�Þ and hð�Þ have been reformulated,
respectively to ~f ð�Þ; ~rð�Þ and ~hð�Þ in relation to the transformation
of the state-space. The parameters of the drift term and the in-
put–output relations are unaffected by the transformation.

Regarding the observation noise term, it is again anticipated
that some transformation of the observations is required. However,
since the diffusion term now accounts for most of the noise, at least
in rainy periods, the observation transformation needed will pre-
sumably be different from the observation transformation needed
in Model M2.
4. Model evaluation

4.1. Generating predictions and confidence bounds

The objective with the proposed models is to generate reliable
mean values and confidence bounds for both the one step predic-

tion ŷkþ1jk; yðlÞkþ1jk; yðuÞkþ1jk

h i� 	
and for simulation ŷkj0; yðlÞkj0; yðuÞkj0

h i� 	
,

where the upper cases ðlÞ and ðuÞ refer to respectively the lower
and upper confidence bounds. It is only meaningful to distinguish
the one step prediction uncertainty from the simulation uncer-
tainty in the case of model M3.
4.1.1. Model M1
For the case of M1 the mean and confidence bounds are directly

obtained from (21) recalling that the confidence bounds are esti-
mated using a normal distribution with zero mean and variance S.
4.1.2. Model M2
For the case of M2 the mean and the confidence bounds in the

Z-domain are given by (22) recalling that the confidence bounds
are estimated from a normal distribution with zero mean and var-
iance Sz, however to obtain the mean and the confidence bounds of
the Y-domain additional calculations are needed. To obtain ŷkj0 the

inverse transformation W�1ðẑkÞ will have to be taken and then

the confidence bounds can be derived from yðlÞkj0; yðuÞkj0

h i
¼

W�1 zðlÞkj0

� 	
; W�1 zðuÞkj0

� 	h i
.

4.1.3. Model M3
For the case of M3 in prediction mode the mean and variance in

the Z-domain are given by ẑkþ1jk ¼ ~hðẐkþ1jk;ukþ1; tkþ1; hÞ and the
output variance prediction is given by (Jazwinski, 2007)

Rkjk�1 ¼ CPkjk�1CT þ S; ð26Þ

where in our case hð�Þ ¼ CZk;Pkjk�1 ¼ V ½Ztkþ1
jZtk
� and S is the obser-

vation variance. How to derive confidence bounds in simulation
was described in detail in Thordarson et al. (2012) and will not be
repeated here. Again the inverse transformation will have to be ta-
ken as described above in Section 4.1.2 once the confidence bounds
of the Z-domain has been found.

4.2. Probabilistic performance measures

To measure each models ability to generate useful confidence
bounds we adopt the performance measures described in Thordar-
son et al. (2012). We are generally interested in the width of the
derived confidence bounds referred to as the sharpness and the
correspondence between nominal and observed coverage of the
confidence bounds referred to as the reliability. The evaluation of
the sharpness and the reliability can be combined into a single
scoring criterion denoted the interval skill score. In the following
the performance measures are formulated for simulation uncer-
tainty evaluation, however it should be kept in mind that the nota-
tion is slightly different when formulated for the one step
prediction evaluation (see Thordarson et al. (2012)).

4.2.1. Sharpness
The sharpness is defined as the average width of the confidence

bounds at any given b



Table 4
Estimation results.

Parameter M1 M2 M3

ĥ sd(ĥ) ĥ sd(ĥ) ĥ sd(ĥ)

Wastewater
s1 �38.7 0.8 �44.8 1.0 �49.1 3.25
c1 �94.0 1.5 �89.9 1.1 �67.1 3.43
s2 �49.9 1.0 �43.4 1.33 �38.4 2.1
c2 12.9 1.3 22.6 1.3 18.1 19.9
a0 275.2 1.13 277.2 0.8 278.3 5.7

Fast rainfall–runoff
lnðAf Þ 4.21 6e�3 4.19 5:9e�3 4.21 0.04
Kf 5.15 0.05 4.93 0.05 4.55 0.04
a 0.39 6e�3 0.36 9:1e�3 0.25 0.03
Sf 1;max 10,788 134 8827 191 8827a –
c 0.67 0.05 0.61 0.03 0.57 0.03
Sd;max 25,059 1063 21,989 1912 19,500 1431
Sd;min 500a – 500a – 500a –
Qp 818 8.8 890 2.7 850 64.5
Kp 4.2 0.3 2.5 0.2 3.5 0.7

Slow infiltration
lnðAsÞ 7.19a – 7.19a – 7.19a –
Ks 79.7 8.0 85.1 1.2 133.1 13.5
SE;min 2000a – 2000a – 2000a –
1 1546 14.8 1672 19.2 1176 169

Uncertainty
j – – – – 1.2a –
lnðrf 1Þ – – – – �10.76 0.07
lnðrf 2Þ – – – – �2.26 0.03
lnðrdÞ – – – – 10�10a –

lnðrp1Þ – – – – 10�10a –

lnðrp2Þ – – – – 10�10a –

lnðrp3Þ – – – – �2.73 0.12
lnðrEÞ – – – – 10�10a –

lnðrs1Þ – – – – 10�10a –

lnðrs2Þ – – – – 10�10a –

lnðrs3Þ – – – – �2.73 0.12
lnðSÞ; lnðSzÞ 8.97 0.017 �2.95 0.015 �6.39 0.04
ymax – – 3000a – – –
ymin – – 30a – – –

Other
f 0.05a – 0.05a – 0.05a –

a Fixed parameter value.
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dðbÞ ¼ 1
K

XK

k¼1

yðuÞkj0 � yðlÞkj0

� 	
; ð27Þ

where yðuÞkj0 and yðlÞkj0 represent, respectively, the upper and lower con-
fidence bound at any given time step and quantile level b of the en-
tire simulation period K. When comparing interval simulations
generated from different models, the one with the most narrow
confidence bounds is the sharpest.

4.2.2. Reliability
For a given confidence bound and measured output an indicator

variable is introduced

nðbÞk ¼
1; if yk 2 yðlÞkj0; yðuÞkj0

h i
for k 6 K;

0; otherwise:

(
ð28Þ

The reliability is the percentage time that the observations are
within the confidence bounds for the whole time series.

The reliability bias is defined as

bðbÞ ¼ 1� b� �nðbÞ; ð29Þ

where perfect reliability is given by bðbÞ ¼ 0. When discrepancy be-
tween the empirical and nominal coverage is observed, the cover-
age of the confidence bound is biased and �nðbÞ > 1� b corresponds
to a positive bias in the coverage and �nðbÞ < 1� b a negative bias.

4.2.3. Interval skill score
The sharpness and reliability can be combined into a perfor-

mance measure denoted the interval skill score Sc (Gneiting and
Raftery, 2007) that rewards narrow and reliable confidence
bounds. For any given quantile level for evaluation and K measure-
ments the interval skill score is defined as

ScðbÞ ¼ 1
K

XK

k¼1

yðuÞi;kj0 � yðlÞi;0jk

� 	
þ 2

b
yðlÞi;kj0 � yk

� 	
1 yk < yðlÞi;kj0

n o
þ yk � yðuÞi;kj0

� 	
1 yk > yðuÞi;kj0

n oh i
:

ð30Þ

Hence the interval skill score is the average width of the confidence
bounds plus the sum of deviances outside those bounds weighted
by the inverse of the quantile level. In case the observation misses
the quantile interval a penalty is incurred which depends on the
considered quantile level, meaning that an observation miss at
the 95% confidence interval is much more expensive than a miss
at e.g. the 5% confidence interval. Thus, the smaller the interval skill
score the better the probabilistic prediction performance of the
model, and so ScðbÞ can be used to evaluate the different models
probabilistic performance and eventually to select a preferred
model.

5. Formulation, estimation and evaluation of models

5.1. Estimation and evaluation of M1

5.1.1. Parameter estimates for M1
Table 4 presents the parameter estimates for M1 and their asso-

ciated standard deviances. All estimated parameters were signifi-
cant. It is noted that the parameters Sd;min; As and SE;min were
fixed as explained in Section 2.2. The contributing fast area was
found to 0.6 km2 (exp(4.21) hectares and units converted) which
was much larger than found by Tomicic (2006) (0.33 km2), see Ta-
ble 1.

The fast runoff constant Kf was estimated to 5.15 h whereas the
slow infiltration constant Ks was estimated to almost 80 h. The
maximum capacity of Sf 1 was found to 10,788 m3 and the size of
the detention basin estimated to approx. 24,500 m3 (subtracted
Sd;min ¼ 500 m3). The emptying by the pumps of the detention
basin starts when the volume of Sf 1 has fallen to 67% of maximum
capacity. The pumping rate was estimated to 818 m3/h and the
time constant Kp to 4.2 h. The standard deviation of the observa-
tion noise was estimated to 88.7 m3/h, corresponding to
ln(S) = 8.97 as shown in Table 4.
5.1.2. Investigating the model residuals for M1
Fig. 4a shows a plot of the standardised residuals rs (residuals

divided by their standard deviance) as a function of ŷ and clearly
rs do not look randomly distributed over the flow interval. This is
also evident from Fig. 4c, in which a range-mean plot of how the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of rs varies with ŷ is depicted, an
expression of how the uncertainty varies with the observed flow
rate. The observations were divided into 6 sub-sets of increasing
flow magnitude and the RMSE calculated. Clearly, the uncertainty
is small in dry weather and then increases as the flow rate in-
creases up to a flow rate around 1500 m3/h and then starts to de-
crease as the flow rate approaches the maximum flow capacity of
the system. This seems reasonable since the system can transport
only a limited flow due to the constraints of the system. Thus,
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Fig. 4. Investigation of standardised residuals of Model M1.
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the assumption of homoscedasticity which is one of the statistical
preconditions for using model M1 is violated. Fig. 4b shows a
Quantile–Quantile (Q–Q plot) comparing the model residuals on
the vertical axis to a standard normal population on the horizontal
axis. The deviation from linearity indicates that the residuals are
not normally distributed and hence that the underlying statistical
assumptions of the output error for model M1 are violated. The
autocorrelation function (ACF) in Fig. 4d shows that considerable
autocorrelation is present, which is also a clear violation of the
statistical preconditions that demands residuals to be serially inde-
pendent. Due to the rejection of the error assumptions of this
model we should not expect the parameter estimates in Table 4
to be correct even though the t-test showed parameter
significance.

Fig. 5 shows a plot of the generated 90% confidence bounds and
the observations in both wet weather (left plot) and dry weather
(right plot) periods. The lower confidence bound actually turns
negative in dry weather periods which is due to the assumption
that residuals are symmetric about the observed value. This prob-
lem is exacerbated if a larger quantile is considered, e.g. the 95%
confidence bounds or higher. In wet weather periods the confi-
dence bounds look better but perhaps too narrow. It should be re-
called that the figure depicts a subperiod of the whole period only
and therefore cannot be expected to enclose exactly 90% of the
observations in the subperiod shown. We will return to this in Sec-
tion 6 where we investigate the reliability of the confidence
bounds.

The problem with heteroscedasticity suggests that a transfor-
mation of the observations are needed to obtain a homoscedastic
Gaussian structure of the residuals.
5.2. Formulation, estimation and evaluation of model M2

5.2.1. Seeking a reasonable observation transformation
The pattern in Fig. 4c suggests that a logistic transformation

could be feasible, i.e. a transformation of the observations to the
Z-domain by
Z ¼ log
Y � ymin

ymax � Y

� �
: ð31Þ

This of course requires minimum ymin and maximum ymax values of
Y to be specified, and good guestimates can be inferred from con-
sidering Fig. 4c. Such an observation transformation will change
the observation equation to

zk ¼ log
ŷk � ymin

ymax � ŷk

� �
þ �k; ð32Þ

cf. Eq. (22). To illustrate how a logistic transformation of the obser-
vations affects the observation noise, consider Fig. 6.

Fig. 6a creates using a logistic Z-transformation according to
(31) of 1000 randomly generated flow values (ŷk) in the range
30–3000 m3/h and adding a constant standard deviation offfiffiffiffiffi

Sz
p
¼ 0:3 that is homoscedasticly distributed, see Fig. 6b. When

returning to the original Y-domain by taking the inverse

yk ¼
ezk ymax þ ymin

1þ ezk
; ð33Þ

we conclude from Fig. 6c, that the flow observations are now un-
equally scattered around ŷ (show heteroscedastic behaviour). The
scattering increases over the approximated range 30–1500 m3/h
and then decreases again above 1500 m3/h. This trend is easier to
recognise from the standard deviance

ffiffiffi
S
p

plotted in Fig. 6d that is
arc-shaped. It is noticed that the shape of Figs. 6d and 4c look some-
what similar and hence a logistic transformation is proposed andffiffiffiffiffi

Sz
p

can be estimated with CTSM.

5.2.2. Parameter estimates for M2
The parameter estimates and their associated standard devia-

tions for models M1 and M2 do not differ much from each other
although minor deviations are detected for most of the wet weath-
er parameters, see Table 4. The most noticeable estimation differ-
ence concerns Sf 1;max that is estimated almost 2000 m3 smaller
for M2. The estimated output error variance Sz has also changed
considerably which is due to the logistic transformation of the
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observations to the Z-scale (Table 4). All estimated parameters
were statistically significant.

5.2.3. Investigating the model residuals for M2
Fig. 7a shows that the rs in the Z-domain looks much more

equally scattered than was the case for M1 and the distribution
of the residuals is also much closer to a Gaussian distribution,
which is visible from Fig. 7b. From Fig. 7c that now shows the
RMSE of rs as a function of ẑ, it is seen that there is still some het-
eroscedasticity present as the uncertainty is seen to vary with the
transformed flow. However the variations are not as widespread
as was the case for M1. Significant autocorrelation of the residu-
als is also present with model M2 (see Fig. 7d), and consequently
the parameter estimates of Table 4 cannot be assumed 100%
valid.

A plot of the 90% confidence bounds and the observations are
shown in Fig. 8 for a selected wet and dry weather period. The
dry weather confidence bounds looks much better than for M1,
cf. Fig. 4. The confidence bounds do not enclose negative values
and seem to cover most of the observed data.
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Fig. 7. Investigation of the standardised residuals of Model M2.
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5.3. Formulation, estimation and evaluation of model M3

5.3.1. Seeking a reasonable diffusion term and observation
transformation

In M3 the state-space SDE approach is used to account for both
model structural limitations and input uncertainty by the diffusion
term and flow meter inaccuracy by the observation noise term. The
input uncertainty is particularly expected to affect Sf 1 since the
uncertain rainfall–runoff contribution from paved areas enters this
reservoir quickly during rain. Instead of accounting for decreasing
uncertainty near maximum system capacity by transforming the
observations as in M2, this is accounted for in the diffusion term
directly. In Breinholt et al. (2011) a state proportional uncertainty
described the one step prediction uncertainty adequately. How-
ever, a new flow meter capable of measuring the flow during ex-
treme events, the data of which underlie this study, made it
possible to identify the system’s maximum conveyance capacity
and a different relationship between state and uncertainty is there-
fore sought.

Fig. 9 displays two state dependent diffusion terms for Sf 1. An
arc-shaped state varying proposal shown with red3 lines given by

r1;t ¼ rf 1Sf 1;tðSf 1;maxj� Sf 1;tÞ; ð34Þ

resembles the logistic observation transformation shown in Fig. 6d,
however instead of describing all the uncertainty by the observa-
tion noise term as in M2, most of the uncertainty is now accounted
for by the state diffusion term. This is more reasonable since the
natural constraints in the system should be accounted for in the
states and not by the observation noise term that ideally accounts
th
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for noise from inaccurate flow measurements only. rf 1 is a param-
eter to be estimated in CTSM whereas j > 1 is a constant that en-
sures that state uncertainty is present also at maximum system
capacity Sf 1;max, in this example Sf 1;max ¼ 8500 m3 . It is noted that
a small change in rf 1 (shown in Fig. 9a from 3e�5 to 4e�5) results
in a significant displacement of the state dependent uncertainty.
Likewise a small change in j has a substantial impact on the state
dependent uncertainty (see Fig. 9b). For comparison, the figure also
demonstrates how a state-proportional diffusion term given by

r1;t ¼ rf 1Sf 1;t ; ð35Þ

would affect the state uncertainty in Sf 1 as Sf 1 increases (blue lines).
In this example rf 1 ¼ 0:3.

To implement the proposed state dependencies in CTSM it is
necessary to apply the Lamperti transformation as mentioned in
Section 3.5.

For the rest of the states we decided to use a state-proportional
diffusion term and refer to Breinholt et al. (2011) for the derivation
of the transformed system equation.

In order to avoid over-parameterisation in the diffusion term,
we decided in addition to rf 1 to estimate only the state variances
that appear in the observation equation, i.e. frf 2;rp3;rs3g using a
state-proportional diffusion term and refer to (Breinholt et al.,
2011) for the derivation of the transformed system equation as
well as to the advantages of using this transformation. The rest
of the states were fixed at a small value, i.e. 10�10 (considered
deterministic) and the diffusion term is then given by

r1ðXt ;Ut ; t; hÞ ¼ diag rf 1ðSf 1;maxj� Sf 1;tÞ;rf 2Sf 2;t ;10�10;10�10;
h

10�10;rp3Sp3;t ;10�10;10�10;10�10;rs3Ss3;t

iT
:ð36Þ

In (Breinholt et al., 2011) a flow-proportional observation noise
term is argued and is also implemented here.

5.3.2. Parameter estimates for M3
To be able to estimate the parameters we found it necessary to

fix both Sf 1;max and j. We used the value obtained with model M2
for Sf 1;max and reasoned that j ¼ 1:2 was a fair guestimate consid-
ering that we did not want the state uncertainty to vanish
completely at full flow capacity. Even though the parameter esti-
mates are found from the one step conditional densities we ob-
serve from Table 4 that most of the parameter estimates agreed
fairly well with the estimates of M1 and M2. One noticeable esti-
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Fig. 9. Investigation of poten
mation difference is seen for Ks that is larger in M3 meaning that
the infiltration is taken to be slower in M3. It is also observed that
the incorporation of the diffusion term enlarges the uncertainty of
the parameter estimates considerably, compare the columns of
sd(ĥ) in Table 4. Especially the standard deviance of Q p and 1 are
higher for M3, but the parameter estimates where nevertheless
all significant. It is furthermore noticed that the selected diffusion
parameters all could be estimated and that the variance of the
observation noise deviates from the estimated one of M1 and
M2, however this is not surprising because the estimate was con-
ducted in a new Z-domain.
5.3.3. Investigating the model residuals for M3
Model M3 is evaluated with respect to both the one step predic-

tion and the simulation ability. Initially we address the models one
step prediction ability since the model is tailored for this. It should
be recalled that in prediction mode the states are updated in accor-
dance with the observations through the EKF, whereas no updating
takes place in simulation mode.

In Fig. 10 the residuals of the one step prediction mode are
investigated. It is observed from Fig. 10a that the standardised
residuals are nicely dispersed around zero and that most of the
residuals appear inside the 95% confidence bounds. However, the
Q–Q plot in Fig. 10b suggests that the residuals are non-Gaussian
distributed as departures are clearly seen at the tails. The range-
mean plot of Fig. 10c indicates that we are very close to the
assumption of homoscedasticity although a small deviation from
a straight line remains. In contrary to what was seen for the simu-
lation models M1 and M2 (Fig. 4d and Fig. 7d), autocorrelation is
almost absent in prediction mode, see Fig. 10d and hence the
assumption of independent residuals seems justified.

In Fig. 11a the rs of model M3 in simulation mode is shown and
evidently they look heteroscedasticity dispersed. This is backed up
by the range-mean plot of Fig. 11d and it looks like we still have a
challenge in describing the state-dependent uncertainty satisfy-
ingly well. The residuals resemble a Gaussian distribution relatively
well which is seen from Fig. 11b although minor deviations are ob-
served at the tails of the Q–Q plot. Autocorrelation is also present
for model M3 in simulation mode, see Fig. 11d.

Comparing the confidence bounds of Fig. 12 with Fig. 13 the dif-
ference between confidence bounds generated in prediction mode
with updating and simulation mode without updating is clear-cut.
The confidence bounds of the one step ahead predictions are nar-
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row and follow the observations closely, whereas the opposite is
true for the confidence bounds in simulation. The width of the
bounds during the days 08/18–08/28 is particularly striking. They
are caused by a large uncertainty in the diffusion term of the slow
infiltration reservoir Ss3.

If one looks closer into the data behind this, a rain event appar-
ently passed the catchment at 08/19 since a flow peak is observed,
however only a small precipitation was registered by the rain
gauges and the model seems to partly compensate for this by let-
ting more rain from a previous rain event pass the slow infiltration
component of the model (by increasing Ks). The assumed input
deficiency results in quite wide confidence bounds during 08/18–
08/28 in simulation mode (Fig. 13).

To sum up we conclude that the statistical assumptions of the
uncertainty description of M3 are roughly met for the purpose of
generating one-step predictions although a minor departure from
Gaussianity is observed. On the other hand, the description of the
model uncertainty needs improvement to gain statistically satisfy-
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ing residuals in simulation. The results presented here suggest that
this is unrealistic when using a time resolution as high as applied
here (15 min). One interesting approach to perhaps alleviate this
problem of autocorrelation in simulation models was recently out-
lined by Reichert and Mieleitner (2009). They suggest to improve
the model structure by analysing time-dependent parameters and
inputs.

6. Model comparison using quantile performance measures

To be able to compare the models ability to generate useful con-
fidence bounds we now take advantage of the model performance
measures introduced in Section 4.2 that do not require the statisti-
cal assumptions are fulfilled. A comparison of the models sharp-
ness and reliability as a function of the nominal coverage are
shown in Fig. 14.

6.1. Reliability comparison

If we look at the overall reliability it is seen that simulation
model M3 (denoted M3 sim in Fig. 14) is very close to the nominal
coverage to all quantile levels, whereas the poorest is M1. It is
somewhat surprising that simulation of M3 turns out to have a
higher overall reliability than a one step prediction of M3 (M3
one step in Fig. 14), however if we now turn our attention to
the wet weather and dry weather reliabilities we see that the reli-
ability of M3 is underestimated by as much as 0.2 for nominal
coverages of 0.5–0.7 during wet weather periods and overesti-
mated by 0.1 during dry weather periods. Such large variation be-
tween dry and wet weather reliability are not seen for the
prediction model M3 that is the closest to have a reliability of zero
of all the models. Thus, the reason why we observe such a good
overall reliability for M3 in simulation mode is simply because
the poor reliability obtained in dry and wet weather periods coun-
terbalance each other.

It is furthermore noticed that M1’s reliability in dry weather
periods is particularly poor, the coverage is overestimated by as
much as 0.25, however this is not surprising considering that
Fig. 5 already revealed that the generated 90% confidence bounds
were too large and thus enclosed a higher percent of observations
than intended. If we now compare the wet weather reliability of the
simulation models, M2 outperforms the other models whereas if
we turn to the dry weather reliability M2 and M3 show similar reli-
ability performance.
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6.2. Sharpness comparison

From the overall sharpness we conclude that a prediction
model not surprisingly is much sharper than the simulation
models. We also observe that M2 is the sharpest of the simula-
tion models due to the fact that system states are continuously
updated to the measurements. The overall sharpness reflects
large deviations in dry and wet weather periods. The much too
large bounds of M1 are once again identified in dry weather
periods as the least sharp of the models but M1 is the sharpest
in wet weather periods. In both wet and dry weather periods M2
is seen to be the sharpest of the two uncertainty developed
models M2 and M3.
6.3. Interval skill score comparison

To be able to determine which model performs best we use the
interval skill score. Fig. 15 displays the result hereof, and it is
immediately clear that the one step ahead prediction is the best
model in all three cases, hence updating improves the model per-
formance significantly compared to a simulation model.

It is also seen from the overall interval skill score that M2 is the
best simulation model to all nominal coverages. Perhaps surpris-
ingly M1 is the better model in wet weather periods at the nomi-
nal coverages 0.1–0.8 but for the larger confidence bounds that
we are normally more interested in, M2 perform better. In dry
weather periods M1 is the poorest which reflects the poor sharp-
ness and reliability that was observed in Fig. 14. In dry weather
periods M2 is the best to all the considered nominal coverages.
Note also from the overall skill score that even though M3 was
optimised for the one step ahead prediction, M3 still performs
rather similarly to the simulation models M1 and M2 in simula-
tion mode.
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7. Conclusions

In this study a formal frequentist approach to uncertainty eval-
uation was taken to assess the output of a conceptual hybrid sewer
flow model formulated in state-space. The model accounted for
three separate flow contributions: wastewater from households,
fast rainfall–runoff from paved areas and slow infiltration inflow
from unknown sources. Using point rain gauges and evaporation
data as inputs and flow data for model conditioning the model
parameters were estimated by maximum likelihood evaluation.

Three different ways to represent uncertainty in the determin-
istic model were investigated and denoted M1, M2 and M3. In
models M1 and M2 all uncertainty sources were accounted for
by an output error term assuming the residuals to follow a Gauss-
ian white noise process using a likelihood function that minimised
the errors between observed and simulated outputs for parameter
estimation. Model M2 was expanded from M1 by introducing a
transformation of the observations in an attempt to remove the
heteroscedastic residuals structure. In model M3 stochastic differ-
ential equations were introduced which involved updating of
states in each time step using the EKF, and where a diffusion term
accounted for uncertainty related to inputs and model structural
limitations and errors, and an observation error term accounted
for flow observation errors. In M3 a transformation of the observa-
tions was also needed, but because the diffusion term accounted
for most of the uncertainty, the required observation transforma-
tion was different from the transformation required in M2. For
parameter estimation in M3 a likelihood function that minimised
the one step prediction error was used in combination with an ex-
tended Kalman filter, and hence this model was tailored for predic-
tion because of the continuous updating of model states in
accordance with the measurements. M3 was however also evalu-
ated in simulation mode, i.e. without updating the states.

Investigation of the standardised residuals of model M1 revealed
that uncertainty from rainy periods was transferred to dry weather
periods leading to exaggerated confidence bounds for low flows
with absurd negative lower confidence bounds. M2 was closer to
complying with the statistical error assumptions although some
heteroscedasticity and deviation from Gaussianity remained, but
the observation transformation solved the problem with negative
lower confidence bounds. The residuals of M3 for the one step
ahead prediction showed that the white noise assumption was al-
most perfectly met. However when applying model M3 for simula-
tion some heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation was found, which
was also the case for the other simulation models. We therefore
suspect that the statistical assumption that residuals should be
independent of each other is unrealistic in simulation mode when
using a time resolution as high as applied here (15 min).

Due to the autocorrelated residuals in simulation mode the esti-
mated parameters cannot be taken as the true parameter values
despite a t-test showed the parameters were significant.

The probabilistic performances of the models were compared
using three performance measures: the reliability bias, the sharp-
ness and the interval skill score. For simulation and when consid-
ering the overall period (without separating between wet and dry
weather periods) the interval skill score showed that model M2
performed best. This was also the case when conditioning on dry
weather periods solely, however in wet weather periods M2 per-
formed best only at the higher nominal coverages (>0.8) whereas
M1 performed best for the nominal coverages 0.1–0.8. The unsatis-
factory lower bounds of M1 in dry weather periods entails however
that M1 is ill-suited for simulation. M3 in simulation mode gener-
ally performed worse than M2.

An interval skill score comparison of the simulation models
with the one step prediction model clearly showed the improving
effect updating of model states has on the predictive performance
as the one step prediction model proved to yield much sharper but
still reliable uncertainty bounds.

This study also proved the importance of checking and learning
from the model residuals in the model building phase, and it
should be common practise when applying a formal approach to
uncertainty evaluation to show how well the actual error struc-
ture fits the assumed by the use of residual analysis. Furthermore
the study showed that it is important to be explicit about the
model purpose, that is, if the model is tailored for prediction or
simulation. The use of the probabilistic performance measures
sharpness, reliability and interval skill score are useful for check-
ing that the assumed error structure holds in all regions of the
output and additionally provides useful information for further
model development. It is important to recognise that the conclu-
sion about the invalidated parameter estimates does not imply
that the conclusions about the relative model performances de-
rived from the skill score is invalidated. A main advantage of
the quantile performance measures (reliability/sharpness/skill
score) is that they apply to any models that can provide probabi-
listic forecasts, irrespective of how the parameters of this model
have been estimated and if all statistical assumptions are fulfilled.
Hence the skill score can be used to select the model that provides
the best predictions/simulations even when we cannot fulfill the
traditional statistical requirements to our models. We believe
users of formal approaches to uncertainty evaluation within
hydrology and within environmental modelling in general can
benefit significantly from adopting the evaluation measures ap-
plied here so the probabilistic performance of their models can
be assessed properly.
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